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GENOA TOWN ADVISORY BOARD 

Regular Meeting Minutes 
November 3, 2021 

 
The Genoa Town Advisory Board held a public meeting on November 3, 2021 beginning at 5:30 

PM, Genoa Town Hall, 2287 Main Street, Genoa, Nevada. 

 
CALL TO ORDER, ROLL CALL, AND PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG 
  
The meeting was called to order by Chair Steve Shively. Present were Board Members Gordon 

Pasley, Brian Crowe, R. “Alex” Alexander, and Town Manager, Matt Bruback.  Absent was Vice-

Chair Linda R. Birdwell. 

 

The sign-in sheet for members of the public is attached as EXHIBIT A. 

 
Pledge of Allegiance was led by Matt Bruback. 

 
PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 
This portion of the meeting was open to members of the public to speak on any issue not on the 
agenda. 
 
Bill Brooks mentioned that he did not see the Radar Speed Sign which is to be placed south of 
the Post Office on tonight’s Agenda.  He went on to say that he was impressed to see the ¼ of a 
million-dollar drainage project handled the 5” on rain received during the recent storm.  However, 
he would like for the Town to conduct a Drainage Study similar to the recent Ruhenstroth Area 
Drainage Master Plan Phase 2 which was presented by Courtney Walker, Douglas County’s 
Stormwater Program Manager.  
 
No additional Public Comments were made. 

 
APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
Member Crowe moved to accept the agenda for the November 03, 2021 Genoa Town Advisory 
Board meeting; motion seconded by Member Alexander and passed 4-0.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
 
Matt Bruback made the following corrections to the September 01, 2021 minutes: 
 
Agenda Item #9 under Public Comments (Bill Brooks) 
Change ‘Met’ to ‘Discussed’ 
Change ‘Referred Mr. Brooks to Jesse Murray, Vice President of NV Energy’ to Referred Jesse 
Murray, Vice President of NV Energy to Town Manager, Matt Bruback’ 
 
Motion was made by Member Pasley to approve minutes with the correction stated by Matt, 
motion seconded by Chair Shively and passed 4-0.  
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CONSENT CALENDAR FOR POSSIBLE ACTION 

 
Agenda Item No. 2:  
Discussion to approve the September 2021 Financial Report, including claims paid. 
 
Agenda Item No. 3:  
Discussion to approve the October 2021 Financial Report, including claims paid. 
 
Agenda Item No. 4:  
Discussion to approve Town Manager’s Timecard 
  
No further public comment. 
   
Member Crowe moved to approve the consent calendar as submitted; motion seconded by 
Member Pasley and passed 4-0. 
 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENDA 
 
Agenda Item No. 5:  
Discussion on Kinsey Signage Request; with Public Comment prior to Board Action 
 
At the request of M. Bruback, Mike Jessup, a resident of 237 Kinsey Way for 18 years and is 
current President of the Sierra Shadows Home Owners Association spoke. He gave a brief history 
of prior speeding concerns within the Kinsey Way area and thanked the Town for installing 15 
MPH signs in the specific problem areas.  He referenced that Kinsey Way was not a private street, 
but in fact, a city street and therefore all changes and/or improvements must be approved by the 
Town of Genoa.  Therefore, he is here to request the Town make necessary repairs to or replace 
both street signs located on Kinsey Way and one on Reese Court.  There were questions of Mr. 
Jessup. 
 
Public Comment began with Bill Brooks who gave a brief history of Sierra Shadows which began 
in 1984 and in 1994 it was requested that the Town of Genoa take over responsibility of the streets 
within Sierra Shadows. Mr. Brooks went on to explain that the Town only accepted responsibility 
for maintenance of the actual pavement of the streets.  In 2006, the Town, preformed a slurry seal 
of the pavement which costs the Town a great deal of money. It is Mr. Brooks suggestion that the 
Town work with the Sierra Shadows HOA to obtain some reciprocity by allowing the Town to use 
some of their common area property for Town parking.    
 
Betsy Case-Faulk spoke of the idea of the Sierra Shadows HOA contributing funds towards the 
cost associated with the sign repairs 
 
Mike Jessup explained that yes, the HOA does have funds, however they were under the 
impression that since the streets were owned by the Town, then they were not allowed to make 
such changes or improvements. If given permission by the Town, then they could probably make 
the necessary repairs at the expense of the HOA.   
 
No additional Public Comments were made. 
 
Member Pasley asked how much money these repairs were expected to cost.  Manager Bruback 
stated that one quote came in at approximately $600 for a total of 12 welds on 3 different signs.  
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Chair Shively asked for Manager Bruback’s recommendation and that he appreciated Member 
Crowe’s suggestion to repair additional signs within the Town that are in disrepair.  Manager 
Bruback explained that if we get the expected funds from the County then we could repair and/or 
update additional signs within the Town to have matching signs throughout.  Member Pasley 
asked Manager Bruback who would be responsible if the street signs in questions fell and injured 
a person.  Bruback responded that according to the agreement which was created in 1993, the 
responsibility lies with the Home Owners Association.   
 
Mike Jessup spoke again, explaining that the residents of the HOA plan to develop the common 
areas referenced earlier by Bill Brooks by possibly installing Pickle Ball Courts with Picnic Tables 
and additional ideas of common areas that would be used exclusively by the Sierra Shadow 
Homeowners.  There is a requirement within the HOA Bylaws that they maintain a certain amount 
of open space and these two commons areas provide them that required open space.  To change 
that, it would be a very lengthy process and he doubts the homeowners would be interested in 
allowing the Town to use those areas for parking.   
 
No additional Public Comments. 
 
Member Pasley motioned that at this time, the Town have Sierra Shadows HOA repair the signs 
as needed.  The motion was seconded Member Alexander and Passed 4-0.  
 
Agenda Item No. 6: 
NV Energy will provide an update on the impact of their fire mitigation policy and how it could 
affect the Historic Streetlights in the Town of Genoa.   
 
Presenter Christina Bailey,  
Senior Government Strategy Advisor with NV Energy 
 
Miss Bailey began her presentation by reading the attached ‘Genoa Town Advisory Board Historic 
Street Light Discussion dated Wednesday, November 3rd, 2021’.  EXHIBIT B 
 
She explained that the Town of Genoa is a Tier 3 Zone and that the 9 Historic Lights located in 
areas off of Main Street are installed on the NV Energy’s wooden poles.  However, at this time, 
NV Energy has no plans to remove those lights from said poles.  What their commitment going 
forward is to work with the Town Advisory Board to find a solution to preserve and protect the 
historic lights because they understand the historical significance of the lights and how they relate 
to the Candy Dance.  They would like to work with the board to find the best way to protect and 
preserve the Historic Lights.  At this time, NV Energy’s main priority is Lake Tahoe, as that area 
is the biggest risk of a wildfire and should there ever be a major fire in that area, they realize that 
it would affect the Town of Genoa, as well.  After Lake Tahoe, they will reevaluate the other 
communities around the area that have high fire danger.  At that time, since the 9 Historic Lights 
installed on the wooden poles do not meet the current NV Energy Fire Protection Standards since 
they do not allow decorative attachment on wood poles, the lights will eventually have to be 
removed and relocated.  NV Energy will continue to look for a creative solution to preserve the 
historic lights. 
 
Christina was asked to clarify if the historic lights were considered decorative attachments.  She 
replied, yes, they were a decorative attachment.  She was also asked what their current plan was 
for the lights.  She explained that there were no current plans to remove the lights and that they 
would continue to be maintained at their current rates.  She was unsure what would be done if a 
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tree was to fall and damage one of the lights. She said they would have to determine if the light 
could be repaired or preserved at that time. It was confirmed that the actual problem with the 
current lights was the attachment to the pole. She said ultimately, the best solution, would be to 
remove the lights and reinstall them on a separate pole if the Town would like to continue having 
the use of the historic lights. She said that NV Energy will continue to support the Town retain the 
historic lights and what they would do is convey the lights to the Town and the Town would own 
them and the lights would be metered and the process for any future maintenance would have to 
be addressed at that time.  It was asked if NV Energy could delay the cost of the metering.  She 
replied they did have some allowances that would make the cost of moving the lights to the meter 
process very low cost to the Town, which would include the cost of the meter installation. She 
explained the biggest cost would be the decorative poles that would need to be purchased.  Chair 
Shively followed up by saying it would be beneficial to the Town to understand the difference in 
cost for metered service verses fixed rate and if she could provide that comparison to the Town 
down the road, it would be appreciated.  
 
Member Alexander asked if NV Energy was planning to continue the practice of implementing 
planned power outages?  She explained that they would like to come back in the Spring and 
speak more on their Natural Disaster Preparedness Program ‘Public Safety Outage 
Management’.  NV Energy is constantly monitoring wind speed, moisture content and fuel growth 
to decide if the projected winds down the canyon are so strong that it would be best for NV Energy 
to cut their service for a short period of time to allow them to keep their customers safe by 
minimizing the threat of wildfires which could be caused by a tree falling on a power line.  She 
explained that Genoa would always be in a Tier 3 category.  She confirmed that multiple tier (Tiers 
1, 2 and 3 with 3 being the highest risk category) process is state wide, not just Northern Nevada. 
 
Member Pasley expressed appreciation to Christina for attending tonight’s meeting and would 
like her to know that it was never about The Town of Genoa against NV Energy. It is the Town of 
Genoa maintaining their independence and we stick up for ourselves.  Lillian is like our family and 
those lights have a significant historical value to the Town and now that we realize that NV Energy 
understands that, it definitely makes us feel more at ease.   
 
Public Comment began with a lady in audience stressing her wishes that if the day comes where 
they decide to take action by removing the lights, that NV Energy will communicate and work with 
the business owners and residents in resolving the issue. 
 
Bill Brooks explained that those lights have hung up there for 102 years and he, personally, has 
witnessed 75 of those years.  And in that time, those lights have never caused a problem of any 
kind.  They have only lit the streets of Genoa.  It is his belief that NV Energy is merely finding a 
problem where one doesn’t exist.  He believes it is directly related to an economic revenue 
enhancement exercise on behalf of NV Energy for maintenance because the 200-watt bulbs are 
only good for about 10 months.  If they changed to LED bulbs, those bulbs would last 10 years. 
He is not in favor of metering the lights.  He feels the Town of Genoa is being suckered into new 
poles, new fixtures and meters.  Bill confirmed that it would be $12 to $15 per month per light if 
the flat rate is maintained.    
 
No additional Public Comment. 
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Agenda item No. 7: 
Discussion to approve Candy Dance Deferred Funds Transfer Request 
 
Manager Bruback explained how after Candy Dance each year, the Town collects speedy 
registration fees for the following year and those monies cannot be used in the current fiscal year. 
These funds are saved in a deferred Candy Dance revenue account and get transferred annually 
after the event.  Therefore, he is requesting a Funds Transfer in the amount of $162,670.00    
 
Member Pasley motioned that we approve the Candy Dance Funds Transfer that has been 
presented by Manager Bruback.  The motion was seconded by Member Crowe.  Motion passes 
4-0 
 
Manager Bruback added that the Town currently has received $97,125.00 in deferred revenue for 
the 22-23 Fiscal Year.   
 
Agenda Item No. 8:   
Discussion to approve Douglas County Resolution No. 2021R-011 to augment the Town of 
Genoa’s 2021-22 fiscal year budget 
 
Manager Bruback explained that the current fiscal year budget for Candy Dance sits at $141,000   
and that the expenditures in 2019 exceeded $195,000.  By this resolution, transferring $40,000, 
it will increase this year’s budget from the $141,000 to $181,000.  Current expenditures are at 
$176,478.  He does expect a few more invoices to be processed. 
 
Member Pasley asked why the 21-22 FY budget for Candy Dance was lower than the previous 
years expenditures.  Manager Bruback replied that he could not speak for the previous Town 
Manager.   
 
Member Crowe motioned that they approve Resolution No. 2021R-011 to augment the 2021-22 
FY Year Budget by $40,000.  The motion was seconded by Member Alexander and passed 4-0 
 
Agenda Item No. 9: 
Update on 2021 Candy Dance 
 
Manager Bruback announced that the Town has brought in $348,540 with another $2,500 
expected.  For the first time ever, the Town will exceed $350,000 in Candy Dance revenue.  There 
should be a net profit of $172,062 and the closest the Town has come in the past to that figure 
was in 2015 at $152,000.  It is estimated that the final revenue should be close to $20,000 more 
than any other year in Candy Dance history. In 2019, the Town brought in $13,500 in sponsorship 
and this year we brought in $20,500.  An increase of $7,000.   Manager Bruback has set a goal 
of $35,000 in sponsorship for 2022.    
 
It was estimated that over 40,000 people attended the two-day event with 25,000 of that on 
Saturday.  There were a few minor incidents, including a few heat exhaustions and a scrapped 
knee, but nothing major. Vendors experienced more business this year than any previous event.  
He has received many compliments of how the event was conducted and he thanks the many 
volunteers and organizations involved in putting the event on throughout the weekend.  There 
have been 196 vendors pre-registered with full payment having been made for next year’s event 
and expect more before the December 1st deadline.  Load-In and Load-Out went extremely 
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smoothly.  It was the fastest Load-Out in Candy Dance history according to Douglas County 
Deputy Sheriff Duffy.  Manager Bruback expressed his appreciation for Elaine and Steve Shively, 
who played an intricate part in the load-out process and Gordon Pasley for his Orchard House 
load-in efforts which brought many positive comments from our vendors.  Manager Bruback 
thanked the Town Board for their support and trust in him to carry out this event.   
 
The board complimented Manager Bruback on his strong efforts putting on this event and felt its 
success was a direct result of his efforts.  They went on to say he was the right man for the job 
and that they were proud to have him as their Town Manager.  Manager Bruback acknowledged 
and thanked Jody Brunz, Monique Roberts and Caden Gould for their participation in putting on 
this year’s event.   
 
Member Pasley motioned that they accept the 2021 Candy Dance Update as presented by 
Manager Bruback. The motion was seconded by Member Alexander and passed 4-0. 
 
Agenda Item No. 10: 
Update on leasing Lisa Lekumberry’s 2276 Main Street Property 
 
Manager Bruback announced that attorney Mike Rowe was drawing up a contract with Lisa 
Lekumberry for lease her property for parking at $500 per month with an option to renew in 5 
years.  The contract will be available for review by Lisa and the Board at a later date.  Chair 
Shively asked if the $6,000 was going to impact the budget.  Manager Bruback explained with the 
additional funds acquired from Candy Dance, the budget should not be an issue.   

 
Agenda Item No. 11:  
Update on Town of Genoa Parking Resolution 
 
Manager Bruback explained that attorney Mike Rowe has created a Parking Resolution for the 
Town and Manager Bruback forwarded that Resolution on the to County District Attorney who has 
requested some changes be made in the wording of the Resolution.  He should have something 
to bring in front of the board at the December meeting and at that time, the Town should have the 
support of the District Attorney and Sheriff Coverly.  It will be resident parking only on Mill Street 
and no parking on Junction Alley.   
 
Public Comment 
Bill Brooks explained that the Town had an Adhoc Committee and that he understands that 
Member Gordon has agreed to be the liaison for this committee and he feels the priorities for that 
committee should be 1. the speeding, 2. the parking and 3. the noise and he would like to see 
that committee actively participate on a monthly basis with a report to the Town Board.  
 
Member Alexander expressed that he did not want to give up on working with Sierra Shadows 
HOA to gain a portion of their property for Town parking, even if it is just a portion of the available 
property.  Manager Bruback said that he will pursue that possibility with the HOA. 
   
Agenda Item No. 12: 
Discussion on Inaugural Genoa Customs & Classics Car Show 
 
Manager Bruback explained that the event was a huge success, however, it did have a few minor 
issues directly associated with it.  Some of the issue which will be addressed before the next 
event include that Nixon Street must stay open for Fire Access.  The towns facilities that are being  
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used must be rented in advance from the town.  A Festival Application should be submitted to the 
County.  Additional Porta-Potty’s will need to be rented and on-site. And adequate notice and 
preparation needs to be made to all local business owners, including the church.  It will be 
requested that he come before the board prior to the next event to make sure he adheres to all 
necessary requirements.   
 
No Public Comment 
 
Member Crowe expressed his concerns about the speeding vehicles on Jack’s Valley Road after 
the car show and suggest they bring in law enforcement to oversee the event.  It was also 
suggested by Chair Shively that the event be limited to a certain number of entrants.  This year’s 
event appeared too large for this size of a town.   
 
Agenda Item No. 13:  
Discussion on Town Manager’s Monthly Report 
 
Manager Bruback explained that there have been a number of maintenance issues recently.  The 
restrooms at the park were placed out of order right before Candy Dance due to leaking valves.  
The parts are still on backorder at this time.  There was a safety survey completed of the park 
and there were multiple hazardous or noncompliance issues found.  They have all been corrected 
and he does have an approval letter passing all issues. He continues to work on an ADA Safety 
Site Survey on the park and the swing set.  He has had multiple complaints about the Wally 
Walker Trail fence.  Tahoe Fence has come out and looked at the fence and it is expected to cost 
about $600 to have the fence repaired.  Manager Bruback plans to add several line items to next 
year’s budget for tracking different events and maintenance projects.  Manager Bruback explained 
he has been working on the hiring process to obtain a full-time office assistant, but has been 
presented with an opportunity to pursue a ‘job share’ position between 2 part-time employees with 
a savings to the Town of approximately 30%.  Manager Bruback also explained that he is in the 
middle of switching to an on-line platform reservation system for our facility rentals. In regards to 
RDA Funding, it is still in the finalizing process.   
 
Manager Bruback announced there has been an incident report filed recently.  The Town of 
Minden, while helping the Town of Genoa hang Christmas Lights, accidently backed into the light 
pole in front of the Mason Building.  The pole was damaged to the extent it needed to be removed.  
The Town of Minden has accepted responsibility for the damaged pole and will replace the pole 
as soon as they can.  The Town of Minden will pay the costs associated with the new pole.   
 
Manager Bruback announced that the Town received the NDOT Permit for the flashing beacon 
light.  NDOT has agreed to allow the Town to use a smaller pole than previously required.  As 
soon as the light is installed, Manager Bruback will work on getting the crosswalk installed.   
 
The Halloween Hayride was a huge success with about 200 kids in attendance.  Manager Bruback 
acknowledged Caden Gould’s participation with driving the Hayride’s around town.   
 
It was announced that the Breakfast with Santa event is scheduled for December 4th and a Santa 
has been secured. 
 
In addition, Manager Bruback has secured a band for the Genoa Country Christmas event on 
December 11th.     
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Genoa Western Heritage Days has begun their discussions for the 2022 event and will make a 
presentation to the board in January.   
 
The WIFI improvement conversations continue.  Manager Bruback is working on securing a better 
WIFI connection for the Candy Dance.  In addition, he is serving on the Douglas County 
Broadband Committee to bring fiberoptic cable into the Town of Genoa from Highway 395.  
However, that is about 3 years away.    
 
Nova Tile and Stone donated $500 to the Town of Genoa due to the Car Show being such a 
successful event.   
 
Public Comment began with Teri Shultz asking if the flashing sign has been ordered yet due to 
her concerns about all the backorders of merchandise today.  Manager Bruback explained that 
no, it has not been ordered.  He was waiting until the permit was issued by NDOT and the size of 
the pole determined.   
In addition, she asked for clarification as to what pole Town of Minden backed into.   
 
Bill Brooks asked who was going to plow the snow from Wally Walker Trail this winter?  In addition, 
he believes the existing 25 MPH sign pole can be used for the flashing beacon sign.   
 
Manager Bruback said that he would reach out to the existing snow plow contractor and see if 
they would plow the Wally Walker Trail.  He is going to ask them to plow it free of charge.  If not, 
Manager Bruback said he would plow the trail. 
 
It was asked by the board if the plan was to have Hot Chocolate and Cookies for the Tree Lighting 
and if the Fire Department planned to have a Santa present for the Tree Lighting Ceremony.  
Manager Bruback said yes, there would be caroling, cookies and hot chocolate at the Church and 
then everyone would proceed to the Coon’s property for the Tree Lighting. 
 
Chair Shively motioned they accept the Manger’s Report as given and Member Pasley seconded 
the motion and passed 4-0. 
 
Agenda Item No. 14 
Discussion on Board Member’s comments, activities and liaison committee reports 
 
Member Pasley announced that he will be joining the Genoa Safety Committee beginning in 
December as a liaison and will be attending future Meet and Greets to discuss safety issues and 
possible future Town projects.  He will give monthly reports back to the Town Board. 
 
Member Crowe expressed his appreciation to Matt for the November Agenda covering all the 
topics that he was interested in hearing about and discussing.  
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
A motion was made by Member Pasley to Adjourn the Meeting at 6:55 p.m. with the motion 
seconded by Member Crowe and passed 4-0.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jody Brunz,  
Town of Genoa 
Office Specialist On-Call 
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EXHIBIT A 
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EXHIBIT B 
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